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INTRODUCTION

CLIENT OUTLINE
THE HISTORY
Karma Coffee is a student organization at the University of Georgia focused
on creating a culture of kindness on college campuses. As an organization,
they provide coffee for students on campus in exchange for an act of
kindness. These acts of kindness can range from writing a kind note to a
professor or reaching out to a close friend. Since Karma Coffee’s founding
in 2015, they have inspired over 5,000 acts of kindness.
Karma Coffee also hosts an annual event, Kindfest, in which they bring
vendors from around Athens together to celebrate and inspire kindness.

THE TEAM

Jaren Mendel,
Founder

Lauren Krupczak,
Co-President

Priyanka Gokare,
Co-President

THE MISSION
To change the culture of college
campuses, one cup of coffee at a time.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
A SWOT analysis is done to assess internal and external factors that could
help or hurt an organization. Based on these findings, target audiences and
key messages can be identified to meet the needs of the organization.

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

Strengths

Opportunites

• Passionate leadership
• Unique in mission
• Event reach

• Growing alumni base
• Expansion to other
college campuses
• Partnerships with other
organizations

Weaknesses

Threats

• Size
• Organization
• Reliance on students

• Campus recognition
• Volunteer recruitment
• Funding

STRENGTHS
Karma Coffee’s strengths are numerous; however, their passionate
leadership, specific mission and event reach stand out. Karma Coffee is a
relatively new organization with the organization’s founder still heavily
involved. Because of this, Karma Coffee has maintained their true vision
and is led by the people who built the organization from the ground up.
Another strength of Karma Coffee’s is the specific niche it fills at UGA.
There is no other organization doing what Karma Coffee is doing at UGA.
Their specific mission and place on campus allows them to stand out
against other campus organizations. Finally, Karma Coffee’s flagship event,
Kindfest, has an impressive reach considering the size of Karma Coffee as
an organization. Kindfest pulls in students who have never heard of Karma
Coffee and acts as an entry point into the organization.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
WEAKNESSES
Many of Karma Coffee’s weakness are inevitable in nature due to the fact
that Karma Coffee is a relatively new student organization. Some of the
most apparent weaknesses are its size, member organization and reliance
on students. Karma Coffee is a smaller student organization, especially
in comparison to other student organizations at UGA. Their recruitment
efforts could be more devloped in order to grow as an organization.
Member organization is also a concern. Because Karma Coffee is so young,
they haven’t had to transition leadership beyond founding members,
and there isn’t a clear path to transitioning in the future. Lastly, Karma
Coffee’s reliance on students is a relatively unavoidable weakness. People
are constantly cycling in and out of the organization as new students are
welcomed into UGA and others are graduating. Because of this, there needs
to be a consistent recruiting class so that Karma Coffee doesn’t fizzle out.

OPPORTUNITES
As a young organization, Karma Coffee faces several potential opportunites
including their growing alumni base, expansion to other college campuses
and partnerships with other UGA student organizations. Many older and
more established organizations at UGA rely heavily on a loyal alumni
base for funding and support. As Karma Coffee gets older, their alumni
base will only continue to grow, and their outside support will continue
to strengthen. As of 2019, Karma Coffee only exists at UGA. They have
the opportunity to bring Karma Coffee to other college campuses, and
by expanding outside of UGA, they will begin to gain important brand
recognition. Lastly there are many organizations on UGA’s campus that
champion service and mental health, and Karma Coffee could bolster their
brand reputation by partnering with organizations that already have an
established brand.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
THREATS
Karma Coffee faces a handful of external threats that are mostly due to
the volume of other student organizations at UGA. These threats include
campus recognition, volunteer recruitment and funding. At UGA, there
are three main service-based organizations that have the biggest name
recognition for first-year students. These three organizations, UGA
Mircale, UGA HEROS and Relay for Life, are the faces of service student
organizations, and smaller organizations like Karma Coffee generally don’t
have the same recognition. Because of this lack of recognition on campus,
many first-year students gravitate towards what they see, and Karma
Coffee doesn’t pull in big recruitment numbers. Karma Coffee doesn’t bring
in any profits as an organization, so they rely entirely on donors and the
UGA Small Clubs Grant to stay active. If either of these funding sources
falters, Karma Coffee would be in real financial trouble.
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TARGET AUDIENCES
Target audiences are important to the overall media kit because they
ultimately drive messaging and determine how Karma Coffee communicates
with the public.

PRIMARY
Meet Emily
Emily is an undergraduate student at the
University of Georgia studying psychology. She
is typically stressed out about school due to her
heavy course load, and she doesn’t have a lot of
disposable income to spend on “self-care”.

People like Emily are Karma Coffee’s primary target audience for several
reasons. Emily is the type of person who could directly benefit from Karma
Coffee’s mission. As someone who doesn’t have a lot of extra money, she
would benefit from a free cup of coffee in exchange for an act of kindness.
Additionally, Emily is the type of person who Karma Coffee could recruit to
get involved in their organization.

SECONDARY
Meet Keven and Monica
Keven and Monica are middle-aged UGA alumni.
They both are upper-middle class, and they enjoy
giving back to their community. They have or have
had a child attend UGA, and they are still very
involved in the UGA and Athens communities.
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TARGET AUDIENCES
Keven and Monica are important to Karma Coffee’s messaging and
communication because they are people who could be potential financial
supporters of Karma Coffee. They are looking for ways to give back to the
places, like UGA, that mean a lot to them. As Karma Coffee relies solely on
donations and grants, it is important for them to continue to identify
new donors.

TERTIARY
Meet Simone
Simone is a millenial Athens local. She is a
small business owner, and she is involved in her
community and loves to volunteer. Simone is also
passionate about mental health and wants to see
college students be less stressed.

Simone is a consistent Athens community member, and while she may not
have the resources to directly give to Karma Coffee, she has the resources
to indirectly give. Kindfest relies heavily on donations from community
members and small businesses to succeed, and Simone is the type of person
who would have an interest in partnering with an organization like Karma
Coffee.
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KEY MESSAGES
The development and implementation of key messages is crucial to having
a cohesive brand voice and media kit. Karma Coffee has three distinct key
messages that are detailed below.

KINDESS CHANGES LIVES.
This message is at the core of what Karma Coffee believes in,
and should be applied to all three target audiences. The power
of kindness can’t be understated as it is the driving force behind
Karma Coffee as an organization.

EVERYONE IS CAPABLE OF KINDNESS.
This message is aimed at all three target audiences. It reminds the
primary audience that kindness is within reach. It motivates the
secondary audience to invest in Karma Coffee, and it inspires the
tertiary audience to use the resources they have to connect with
Karma Coffee.

KINDESS DOESN’T NEED TO BE GRAND
TO BE IMPACTFUL.
This message is specifically targeted toward the primary and
tertiary target audiences. The primary audience often feels like
they don’t have the resources to make a difference, and the tertiary
audience is reminded that kindness towards Karma Coffee doesn’t
necessarily have to be monetary.
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DELIVERABLES

OUTLINE
FACT SHEET
The fact sheet is a one page document detailing Karma Coffee’s history,
mission, leadership and relevant contact information. This resource can be
given to journalists as a way for them to have all of the relevant background
information they need to craft an informed story.

BIOGRAPHY
The biography highlights Karma Coffee’s founder, Jaren Mendel, and can be
used as a form of owned media.

MEDIA LIST
The media list is a collection of relevant journalists that would be likely to
write stories about Karma Coffee. Each entry has a justification as to why
they would be a good fit.

NEWS RELEASE
The news release is a piece of owned media that Karma Coffee can send
out to journalists in hopes of a journalist picking up a story about Karma
Coffee. The included news release is for Kindfest 2019.

PITCH
A sample pitch is included to layout how a story would be pitched to a
journalist. It is laid out in email format but could be conducted over the
phone as well.

BLOG
A blog post about Karma Coffee is a valuable piece of owned media. This
piece is more creative than the previous pieces and is used to truly showcase
Karma Coffee on a more personal level.

SOCIAL MEDIA PLAN
The social media contains five Facebook posts and five Instagram posts for
a total of 10 unique social media posts. Each post is accompanied with a
caption and when it should be posted along with justification as to why it is
valuable and relevant to Karma Coffee.
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CLOSING REMARKS
The above media kit was created for ADPR 5920 at the University of Georgia. Thank
you to my professor, Tom Cullen, for the guidance you have provided throughout
this process. Thank you to my client, Karma Coffee, and its founder, Jaren Mendel,
for allowing me to use them as a client and for being so responsive. All of the work
represented above is entirely my own. Statistics have been cited above, and all images
and graphics were either created by me, Serena Graham, or were attribution free from
Unsplash. If you have any questions or comments about my work, please contact me at
serenagraham98@gmail.com.
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